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The Cambridge Companion to Shakespeare's
History Plays Michael Hattaway 2002-12-05
Shakespeare's history plays have been
performed more in recent years than ever before,
in Britain, North America, and in Europe. This
2002 volume provides an accessible, wideranging and informed introduction to
Shakespeare's history and Roman plays. It is
attentive throughout to the plays as they have
been performed over the centuries since they
were written. The ﬁrst part oﬀers accounts of the
genre of the history play, of Renaissance
historiography, of pageants and masques, and of
women's roles, as well as comparisons with
history plays in Spain and the Netherlands.
Chapters in the second part look at individual
plays as well as other Shakespearean texts which

are closely related to the histories. The
Companion oﬀers a full bibliography,
genealogical tables, and a list of principal and
recurrent characters. It is a comprehensive guide
for students, researchers and theatre-goers alike.
Renaissance and Reformation Anthony Levi 2002
A survey of the development of European
intellectual culture between about 1350 and
1550. Anthony Levi seeks to oﬀer a fresh view of
the Renaissance and the Reformation, calling for
a reassessment of the nature of both. Through a
detailed examination of the signiﬁcant
intellectual, spiritual and ideological
developments across Europe during this period,
Levi disputes the discontinuities commonly
understood to explain and defend the events we
term the Renaissance and the Reformation. He
argues that the renewed cult of the literary,
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visual and educational norms of classical
antiquity were a consequence - not the essence
or cause - of the Renaissance. Further, the
Reformation emerged from a cultural movement
that neither constituted a historical discontinuity
nor led to the catastrophic religious clashes of
the 16th century.
Tudor Translation F. Schurink 2012-01-06
Leading scholars from both sides of the Atlantic
explore translations as a key agent of change in
the wider religious, cultural and literary
developments of the early modern period, and
restore translation to the centre of our
understanding of the literature and history of
Tudor England.
The Renaissance Bazaar Jerry Brotton 2003
More than ever before, the Renaissance stands
as one of the deﬁning moments in world history.
Between 1400 and 1600, European perceptions
of society, culture, politics and even humanity
itself emerged in ways that continue to aﬀect not
only Europe but the entire world. This wide-

rangingexploration of the Renaissance sees the
period as a time of unprecedented intellectual
excitement and cultural experimentation and
interaction on a global scale, alongside a darker
side of religion, intolerance, slavery, and massive
inequality of wealth and status.It guides the
reader through the key issues that deﬁned the
period, from its art, architecture, and literature,
to advancements in the ﬁelds of science, trade,
and travel. In its incisive account of the
complexities of the political and religious
upheavals of the period, the book argues
thatEurope's reciprocal relationship with its
eastern neighbours oﬀers us a timely perspective
on the Renaissance as a moment of global
inclusiveness that still has much to teach us
today.
The Oxford Handbook of Early Christian Biblical
Interpretation Paul M. Blowers 2019-05-21 The
Bible was the essence of virtually every aspect of
the life of the early churches. The Oxford
Handbook of Early Christian Biblical
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Interpretation explores a wide array of themes
related to the reception, canonization,
interpretation, uses, and legacies of the Bible in
early Christianity. Each section contains
overviews and cutting-edge scholarship that
expands understanding of the ﬁeld. Part One
examines the material text transmitted,
translated, and invested with authority, and the
very conceptualization of sacred Scripture as
God's word for the church. Part Two looks at the
culture and disciplines or science of
interpretation in representative exegetical
traditions. Part Three addresses the diverse
literary and non-literary modes of interpretation,
while Part Four canvasses the communal
background and foreground of early Christian
interpretation, where the Bible was paramount in
shaping normative Christian identity. Part Five
assesses the determinative role of the Bible in
major developments and theological
controversies in the life of the churches. Part Six
returns to interpretation proper and samples how

certain abiding motifs from within scriptural
revelation were treated by major Christian
expositors. The overall history of biblical
interpretation has itself now become the subject
of a growing scholarship and the ﬁnal part
skilfully examines how early Christian exegesis
was retrieved and critically evaluated in later
periods of church history. Taken together, the
chapters provide nuanced paths of introduction
for students and scholars from a wide spectrum
of academic ﬁelds, including classics, biblical
studies, the general history of interpretation, the
social and cultural history of late ancient and
early medieval Christianity, historical theology,
and systematic and contextual theology. Readers
will be oriented to the major resources for, and
issues in, the critical study of early Christian
biblical interpretation.
The Literary Culture of Early Modern
Scotland Lecturer in Late Medieval and Early
Modern English Literature Sebastiaan Verweij
2016-03-24 This book explains the literary history
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of Scotland in the early modern period
(1560-1625) by investigating what was the most
important way of publishing such literature
(mostly poetry): the manuscript. It organises the
majority of surviving manuscripts by three
diﬀerent types of place where they were written
and read: 1) the royal court, 2) the city, and 3)
the country. It has long been believed that the
renaissance in Scotland was a disappointing
aﬀair, but this book argues that in fact it has long
been misunderstood: the contents of little-known
manuscripts paint a picture of a much more
interesting cultural history than was previously
known.
Renaissance and Reform in Tudor England
Tracey A. Sowerby 2010-04-29 Sir Richard
Morison (c.1513-1556) is best known as Henry
VIII's most proliﬁc propagandist. Yet he was also
an accomplished scholar, politician, theologian
and diplomat who was linked to the leading
political and religious ﬁgures of his day. Despite
his prominence, Morison has never received a full

historical treatment. Based on extensive archival
research, Renaissance and Reform in Tudor
England provides a well-rounded picture of
Morison that contributes signiﬁcantly to the
broader questions of intellectual, cultural,
religious, and political history. Tracey Sowerby
contextualizes Morison within each of his careers:
he is considered as a propagandist, politician,
reformer, diplomat and Marian exile. Morison
emerges as a more inﬂuential and original ﬁgure
than previously thought.
Humanism and the Reform of Sacred Music in
Early Modern England Hyun-Ah Kim 2016-05-13
John Merbecke (c.1505-c.1585) is most famous
as the composer of the ﬁrst musical setting of the
English liturgy, The Booke of Common Praier
Noted (BCPN), published in 1550. Not only was
Merbecke a pioneer in setting English prose to
music but also the compiler of the ﬁrst
Concordance of the whole English Bible (1550)
and of the ﬁrst English encyclopaedia of biblical
and theological studies, A Booke of Notes and
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Common Places (1581). By situating Merbecke
and his work within a broader intellectual and
religio-cultural context of Tudor England, this
book challenges the existing studies of Merbecke
based on the narrow theological approach to the
Reformation. Furthermore, it suggests a rethinking of the prevailing interpretative
framework of Reformation musical history. On
the basis of the new contextual study of
Merbecke, this book seeks to re-interpret his
work, particularly BCPN, in the light of humanist
rhetoric. It sees Merbecke as embodying the
ideal of the 'Christian-musical orator',
demonstrating that BCPN is an Anglican epitome
of the Erasmian synthesis of eloquence, theology
and music. The book thus depicts Merbecke as a
humanist reformer, through re-evaluation of his
contributions to the developments of vernacular
music and literature in early modern England. As
such it will be of interest, not only to church
musicians, but also to historians of the
Reformation and students of wider Tudor culture.

Gender, Kabbalah, and the Reformation
Yvonne Petry 2004-01-01 This study examines
the thought of Guillaume Postel (1510-1581), a
French religious thinker who relied on Jewish
Kabbalah and its mystical understanding of
gender to argue that a female messiah had
arrived who would heal the political and religious
conﬂicts of sixteenth-century Europe.
Legal Reform in English Renaissance
Literature Virginia Lee Strain 2018-03-14 This
book investigates rhetorical and representational
practices that were used to monitor English law
at the turn of the seventeenth century. The lateElizabethan and early-Jacobean surge in the
policies and enforcement of the reformation of
manners has been well-documented. What has
gone unnoticed, however, is the degree to which
the law itself was the focus of reform for
legislators, the judiciary, preachers, and writers
alike. While the majority of law and literature
studies characterize the law as a force of
coercion and subjugation, this book instead
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treats in greater depth the law's own
vulnerability, both to corruption and to
correction. In readings of Spenser's 'Faerie
Queene', the 'Gesta Grayorum', Donne's 'Satyre
V', and Shakespeare's 'Measure for Measure' and
'The Winter's Tale', Strain argues that the terms
and techniques of legal reform provided modes
of analysis through which legal authorities and
literary writers alike imagined and evaluated
form and character. Reevaluates canonical
writers in light of developments in legal historical
research, bringing an interdisciplinary
perspective to works. Collects an extensive
variety of legal, political, and literary sources to
reconstruct the discourse on early modern legal
reform, providing an introduction to a topic that
is currently underrepresented in early modern
legal cultural studiesAnalyses the laws own
vulnerability to individual agency.
Renaissance and Reformation William Roscoe
Estep 1986 Oﬀers a brief overview of medieval
Europe, discusses the Renaissance's inﬂuence on

the Reformation, and looks at the lives and
accomplishments of Luther, Wycliﬀe, Zwingli, and
Calvin
Interpreting Early Modern Europe C. Scott
Dixon 2019-10-01 Interpreting Early Modern
Europe is a comprehensive collection of essays
on the historiography of the early modern period
(circa 1450-1800). Concerned with the principles,
priorities, theories, and narratives behind the
writing of early modern history, the book places
particular emphasis on developments in recent
scholarship. Each chapter, written by a
prominent historian caught up in the debates, is
devoted to the varieties of interpretation relating
to a speciﬁc theme or ﬁeld considered integral to
understanding the age, providing readers with a
‘behind-the-scenes’ look at how historians have
worked, and still work, within these ﬁelds. At one
level the emphasis is historiographical, with the
essays engaged in a direct dialogue with the
inﬂuential theories, methods, assumptions, and
conclusions in each of the ﬁelds. At another level
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the contributions emphasise the historical
dimensions of interpretation, providing readers
with surveys of the component parts that make
up the modern narratives. Supported by
extensive bibliographies, primary materials, and
appendices with extracts from key secondary
debates, Interpreting Early Modern Europe
provides a systematic exploration of how
historians have shaped the study of the early
modern past. It is essential reading for students
of early modern history.
Rome and the Maronites in the Renaissance and
Reformation Sam Kennerley 2021-10 :
Franciscans, Jacobites, and the Development of
Maronite Historiography -- Centre and Periphery:
Rome and Mount Lebanon in the Reign of Pope
Leo X (1513-1521) -- Negotiating a world in
motion: Exchanges between Rome and the
Maronites from Pope Clement VII (1523-1534) to
Pope Marcellus II (1555) -- Collaborations
between Maronites, eastern Christians, and
Catholic Orientalists in Rome during the

cardinalate of Marcello Cervini (1539-1555) -- The
Maronites as anti-Ottoman Agents: Their
Correspondence with Emperor Charles V
(1519-1556).
Reformation Thought Alister E. McGrath
2021-04-29 Reformation Thought Praise for
previous editions: “Theologically informed, lucid,
supremely accessible: no wonder McGrath’s
introduction to the Reformation has staying
power!” —Denis R. Janz, Loyola University
“Vigorous, brisk, and highly stimulating. The
reader will be thoroughly engaged from the
outset, and considerably enlightened at the end.”
—Dr. John Platt, Oxford University “[McGrath] is
one of the best scholars and teachers of the
Reformation... Teachers will rejoice in this
wonderfully useful book.” —Teaching History
Reformation Thought: An Introduction is a clear,
engaging, and accessible introduction to the
European Reformation of the sixteenth century.
Written for readers with little to no knowledge of
Christian theology or history, this indispensable
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guide surveys the ideas of the prominent thought
leaders of the period, as well as its many
movements, including Lutheranism, Calvinism,
Anabaptism, and the Catholic and English
Reformations. The text oﬀers readers a
framework to interpret the events of the
Reformation in full view of the intellectual
landscape and socio-political issues that fueled
its development. Based on Alister McGrath’s
acclaimed lecture course at Oxford University,
the fully updated ﬁfth edition incorporates the
latest academic research in historical theology.
Revised and expanded chapters describe the
cultural backdrop of the Reformation, discuss the
Reformation’s background in late Renaissance
humanism and medieval scholasticism, and distill
the ﬁndings of recent scholarship, including work
on the history of the Christian doctrine of
justiﬁcation. A wealth of pedagogical
features—including illustrations, updated
bibliographies, a glossary, a chronology of
political and historical ideas, and several

appendices—supplement McGrath’s clear
explanations. Written by a world-renowned
theologian, Reformation Thought: An
Introduction, Fifth Edition upholds its reputation
as the ideal resource for university and seminary
courses on Reformation thought and the
widespread change it inspired in Christian belief
and practice.
The Renaissance: A Very Short Introduction Jerry
Brotton 2006-04-27 More than ever before, the
Renaissance stands as one of the deﬁning
moments in world history. Between 1400 and
1600, European perceptions of society, culture,
politics and even humanity itself emerged in
ways that continue to aﬀect not only Europe but
the entire world. This wide-ranging exploration of
the Renaissance sees the period as a time of
unprecedented intellectual excitement and
cultural experimentation and interaction on a
global scale, alongside a darker side of religion,
intolerance, slavery, and massive inequality of
wealth and status. It guides the reader through
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the key issues that deﬁned the period, from its
art, architecture, and literature, to advancements
in the ﬁelds of science, trade, and travel. In its
incisive account of the complexities of the
political and religious upheavals of the period,
the book argues that Europe's reciprocal
relationship with its eastern neighbours oﬀers us
a timely perspective on the Renaissance that still
has much to teach us today. ABOUT THE SERIES:
The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly. Our expert authors combine
facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
The Invention of Papal History Stefan Bauer
2019-12-05 How was the history of post-classical
Rome and of the Church written in the Catholic
Reformation? Historical texts composed in Rome
at this time have been considered secondary to

the city's signiﬁcance for the history of art. The
Invention of Papal History corrects this distorting
emphasis and shows how historical writing
became part of a comprehensive formation of the
image and self-perception of the papacy. By
presenting and fully contextualising the pathbreaking works of the Augustinian historian
Onofrio Panvinio (1530-1568), Stefan Bauer
shows what type of historical research was
possible in the late Renaissance and the Catholic
Reformation. Crucial questions were, for
example: How were the pontiﬀs elected? How
many popes had been puppets of emperors?
Could any of the past machinations, schisms, and
disorder in the history of the Church be admitted
to the reading public? Historiography in this
period by no means consisted entirely of
commissioned works written for patrons; rather,
a creative interplay existed between, on the one
hand, the endeavours of authors to explore the
past and, on the other hand, the constraints of
ideology and censorship placed on them. The
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Invention of Papal History sheds new light on the
changing priorities, mentalities, and cultural
standards that ﬂourished in the transition from
the Renaissance to the Catholic Reformation.
Handbook of European History 1400-1600: Late
Middle Ages, Renaissance and Reformation,
Volume 1 Structures and Assertions Thomas
Brady 1994-06-01 This work presents the state of
our knowledge about the grand themes of
European history in this era. It brings together
the best scholarship into an array of topical
chapters that present our current knowledge and
thinking in ways useful to the specialist and
accessible for students and the educated nonspecialist. The articles are written by a
distinguished international group of leading
scholars in the ﬁeld.
The Renaissance and Reformation in
Northern Europe Margaret McGlynn 2014-10-23
This updated version of Humanism and the
Northern Renaissance now includes over 60
documents exploring humanist and Renaissance

ideals, the zeal of religion, and the wealth of the
new world. Together, the sources illuminate the
chaos and brilliance of the historical period—as
well as its failures and inconsistencies. The
reader has been thoroughly revised to meet the
needs of the undergraduate classroom. Over 30
historical documents have been added, including
material by Martin Luther, John Calvin, John Knox,
William Shakespeare, Christopher Columbus,
Miguel de Cervantes, and Galileo Galilei. In the
introduction, Bartlett and McGlynn identify
humanism as the central expression of the
European Renaissance and explain how this idea
migrated from Italy to northern Europe. The
editors also emphasize the role of the church and
Christianity in northern Europe and detail the
events leading up to the Reformation. A short
essay on how to read historical documents is
included. Each reading is preceded by a short
introduction and ancillary materials can be found
on UTP's History Matters website
(www.utphistorymatters.com).
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An Introduction to the Study of the Renaissance
Lilian F. Field 1970
Johann Heinrich Alsted 1588-1638 Howard
Hotson 2000-03-09 Johann Heinrich Alsted,
professor of philosophy and theology at the
Calvinist academy of Heborn, was a man of many
parts. A deputy to the famous Synod of Dort and
greatest encyclopaedist of his age, he was also a
pioneer of Calvinist millenarianism and a devoted
student of astrology, alchemy, Lullism, and the
works of Giordano Bruno. From the mainstream
Reformed tradition, Alsted and his circle inherited
the zeal for further reformation of church, state,
and society; but with this they blended hermetic
dreams of a general reformation and the
restoration of primordial perfection to the fallen
human nature through Lullist and alchemical
panaceas. However paradoxical from a strictly
Calvinist standpoint, this loose synthesis helped
prepare the programme of Alsted's greatest
student, Jan Amos Cominius, and the following
generation of central European universal

reformers. Alsted's intellectual biography opens
up unexpected perspectives on the reforming
movements of the seventeenth century, and
provides an invaluable introduction to many of
the central ideas, individuals and institutions of
this neglected era of central European
intellectual history.
The Renaissance Reform of the Book and
Britain David Rundle 2019-04-30 Reform of the
script was central to the humanist agenda - this
book suggests a new explanation of its
international success.
Between the Middle Ages and Modernity Charles
H. Parker 2007 This groundbreaking book
examines the complex relationships between
individuals and communities during the profound
transitions of the early modern period. Historians
have traditionally identiﬁed the origins of a
modern individualist spirit in the European
Renaissance and Reformation. Yet since the
1960s, evolving scholarship has challenged this
perspective by calling into question its basic
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assumptions about individualism, its exclusive
focus on elite individuals, and its inherent
Eurocentric bias. Arguing that individual identity
drew from traditional forms of community, these
essays by leading scholars convincingly show
that individual and community created and
recreated one another in the major structures,
interactions, and transitions of early modern
times. The authors contend that on the one hand,
communities provided the stability that allowed
for individual agency, even as they imposed new
forms of discipline that conﬁned individuals to
more rigid moral and social norms. On the other
hand, individuals established forms of association
to advance their own economic, social, political,
and religious agendas. Oﬀering an important
contribution to our understanding both of the
early modern period and of its historiography,
this volume will be an invaluable resource for
scholars working in the ﬁelds of medieval, early
modern, and modern history, and on the
Renaissance and Reformation. Contributions by:

Jerry H. Bentley, Thomas A. Brady Jr., Douglas
Catterall, Donald J. Harreld, Susan C. KarantNunn, Marie Seong-Hak Kim, Henk van Nierop,
Charles H. Parker, Michael N. Pearson, Carla Rahn
Phillips, William D. Phillips Jr., Elizabeth Bradbury
Pollnow, Kathryn L. Reyerson, Hugo de Schepper,
Ulrike Strasser, Sanjay Subrahmanyam, and
Markus P. M. Vink
Renaissance and Reformation Anthony Levi
2004-01-01 This book presents a revisionist
examination of the development of European
intellectual culture between the high middle ages
and 1550. It draws particular attention to the
roles of Marsilio Ficino and Erasmus and analyzes
major aspects of the work of Aquinas, Soctus,
and Ockham, before moving on to Petrarch,
Valla, Pico della Mirandola, the devotio moderna,
More, Luther, Calvin, and their contemporaries. It
establishes radically new perspectives on the
Renaissance and the Reformation and on the
continuity between them. "It is an important work
and sets forth new constructs about Renaissance
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and Reformation that must be considered."-Marion Leathers Kuntz, American Historical
Review "[Levi's] skillfully navigated intellectual
journey is a tour de force."--Choice "A
refreshingly broad vision of the period."--Times
Literary Supplement "A massive and learned
work. . . . [A] great wealth of learning."--History:
Reviews of New Books
Challenges to Authority Peter Elmer
2000-01-01 The evolution and reception of the
Renaissance was mediated by developments in
various other spheres of early modern life and
culture. Foremost among these were the religious
changes initiated by the Protestant Reformation,
which are discussed in the opening chapters of
this book. Religious and cultural developments in
Germany are contrasted with sixteenth-century
Spain and are further explored through the study
of the picaresque novel Lazarillo de Tormes.
Subsequent chapters explore the Renaissance
fascination with witchcraft and demonology in
both learned discourse (Pico’s Strix) and popular

drama (The Witch of Edmonton). The volume
concludes with a study of one of the most
inﬂuential and provocative writers of the
sixteenth century, Michel de Montaigne, whose
Essays provide stimulating material for a
reassessment of the impact of the Renaissance
on contemporary thought.
Weakness of Will in Renaissance and
Reformation Thought Risto Saarinen
2011-06-30 The question of why people act
against their better judgment has always been
prominent in philosophy. Risto Saarinen presents
the ﬁrst study of ideas about weakness of the will
between 1350 and 1650. He shows how the
understanding of human conduct and free will
changed in this formative period between
medieval times and modernity.
Renaissance and Reformations Michael Hattaway
2008-04-15 This volume oﬀers a description of
early modern habits of writing and reading, of
publication and stage performance, and of
political and religious writing. An introduction to
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early modern English literature for students and
general readers. Considers the ways in which
early modern writers construct the past, recover
and adapt classical genres, write about people
and places, and tackle religious and secular
controversies. Illustrated with a profusion of
excerpts from early modern texts. Writers
represented include More, Erasmus, Spenser,
Marlowe, Shakespeare, Donne, and Milton, as
well as less well known authors.
Teaching the Reformation Amy Nelson Burnett
2006-10-12 Though the Reformation was sparked
by the actions of Martn Luther, it was not a
decisive break from the Church in Rome but
rather a gradual process of religious and social
change. As the men responsible for religious
instruction and moral oversight at the village
level, parish pastors played a key role in the
implementation of the Reformation and the
gradual development of a Protestant religious
culture, but their ministry has seldom been
examined in the light of how they were prepared

for the pastorate. Teaching the Reformation
examines the four generations of Reformed
pastors who served the church of Basel in the
century after the Reformation, focusing on the
evolution of pastoral training and Reformed
theology, the theory and practice of preaching,
and the performance of pastoral care in both
urban and rural parishes. It looks at how these
pastors were educated and what they learned,
examining not only the study of theology but also
the general education in languages, rhetoric and
dialectic that future pastors received at the citys
Latin school and in the arts faculty of the
university. It points to signiﬁcant changes over
time in the content of that education, which in
turn separated Basels pastors into distinct
generations. The study also looks more
speciﬁcally at preaching in Basel, demonstrating
how the evolution of dialectic and rhetoric
instruction, and particularly the spread of
Ramism, led to changes in both exegetical
method and homiletics. These developments,
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combined with the gradual elaboration of
Reformed theology, resulted in a distinctive style
of Reformed Orthodox preaching in Basel. The
development of pastoral education also had a
direct impact on how Basels clergy carried out
their other dutiescatechization, administering the
sacraments, counseling the dying and consoling
the bereaved, and overseeing the moral conduct
of their parishioners. The growing
professionalization of the clergy, the result of
more intensive education and more stringent
supervision, contributed to the gradual
implantation of a Reformed religious culture in
Basel.
Music and the Renaissance Philippe Vendrix
2017-07-05 This volume unites a collection of
articles which illustrate brilliantly the complexity
of European cultural history in the Renaissance.
On the one hand, scholars of this period were
inspired by classical narratives on the sublime
eﬀects of music and, on the other hand, were
aﬀected by the profound religious upheavals

which destroyed the unity of Western Christianity
and, in so doing, opened up new avenues in the
world of music. These articles oﬀer as broad a
vision as possible of the ways of thinking about
music which developed in the ﬁfteenth and
sixteenth centuries.
Shakespeare and the Middle Ages Martha W.
Driver 2014-01-10 Every generation reinvents
Shakespeare for its own needs, imagining
through its particular choices and emphases the
Shakespeare that it values. The man himself was
deeply involved in his own kind of historical
reimagining. This collection of essays examines
the playwright’s medieval sources and
inspiration, and how they shaped his works. With
a foreword by Michael Almereyda (director of the
Hamlet starring Ethan Hawke) and dramaturge
Dakin Matthews, these thirteen essays analyze
the ways in which our modern understanding of
medieval life has been inﬂuenced by our
appreciation of Shakespeare’s plays.
The European World 1500–1800 Beat Kümin
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2014-01-10 The European World 1500-1800
provides a concise and authoritative textbook for
the centuries between the Renaissance and the
French Revolution. It presents early modern
Europe not as a mere transitional phase, but a
dynamic period worth studying in its own right.
Written by an experienced team of specialists,
and derived from a perennially successful
undergraduate course, it oﬀers a student-friendly
introduction to all major themes and processes of
early modern history. Structured in four parts
dealing with socio-economic, religious, cultural
and political issues, it adopts a deliberately broad
geographical perspective: Western and Central
Europe receive particular attention, but
dedicated chapters also explore the wider global
context. For this thoroughly revised and
improved second edition, the authors have added
three new chapters on ‘Politics and Government’,
‘Impact of War' and ‘Revolution’ Specially
designed to assist learning, The European World
1500-1800 features: state-of-the-art surveys of

key topics written by an international team of
historians suggestions for seminar discussion and
further reading extracts from primary sources
and generous illustrations, including maps a
glossary of key terms and concepts a chronology
of major events a full index of persons, places
and subjects a fully-featured companion website,
enhanced for this new edition The European
World 1500-1800 will be essential reading for all
students embarking on the discovery of the early
modern period.
Women Writers of the Renaissance and
Reformation Katharina M. Wilson 1987 The dawn
of humanism in the Renaissance presented
privileged women with great opportunities for
personal and intellectual growth. Sexual and
social roles still determined the extent to which a
woman could pursue education and intellectual
accomplishment, but it was possible through the
composition of poetry or prose to temporarily
oﬀset hierarchies of gender, to become equal to
men in the act of creation. Edited by Katharina M.
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Wilson, this anthology introduces the works of
twenty-ﬁve women writers of the Renaissance
and Reformation, among them Marie Dentière, a
Swiss evangelical reformer whose writings were
so successful they were banned during her
lifetime; Gaspara Stampa, a cultivated courtesan
of Venetian aristocratic circles who wrote lyric
poetry that has earned her comparisons to
Michelangelo and Tasso; Hélisenne de Crenne, a
French aristocrat who embodied the true spirit of
the Renaissance feminist, writing both as novelist
and as champion of her sex; Helene Kottanner,
Austrian chambermaid to Queen Elizabeth of
Hungary whose memoirs recall her daring theft of
the Holy Crown of Saint Stephen for her
esteemed mistress; and Lady Mary Sidney Wroth,
the ﬁrst Englishwoman known to write a fulllength work of ﬁction and compose a signiﬁcant
body of secular poetry. Oﬀering a seldom seen
counterpoint to literature written by men,
Women Writers of the Renaissance and
Reformation presents prose and poetry that have

never before appeared in English, as well as
writings that have rarely been available to the
nonspecialist. The women whose writings are
included here are united by a keen awareness of
the social limitations placed upon their creative
potential, of the strained relationship between
their gender and their work. This concern invests
their writings with a distinctive voice--one that
carries the echoes of a male aesthetic while
boldly declaring battle against it.
The Renaissance and Reformation Movements:
The Reformation Lewis William Spitz 1980 "The
Renaissance and Reformation Movements
presents a panoramic history of the politicoecclesiastical, intellectual, and cultural life of the
two centuries preceding the 16th-century
Reformation. Stressing the dynamic character of
the 14th and 15th centuries, Spitz paints a
careful portrayal of virtually every phase of life in
this epoch, especially focusing on late medieval
theology and particular Renaissance humanism."
-- Amazon.com.
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Revolutions: A Very Short Introduction Jack
A. Goldstone 2014-02 Revolutions have shaped
world politics for the last three hundred years.
This volume shows why revolutions occur, how
they unfold, and where they created democracies
and dictatorships. Jack A. Goldstone presents the
history of revolutions from America and France to
the collapse of the Soviet Union, 'People Power'
revolutions, and the Arab revolts.
A Cultural History of Marriage in the Renaissance
and Early Modern Age Joanne M. Ferraro
2021-11-18 Why marry? The personal question is
timeless. Yet the highly emotional desires of men
and women during the period between 1450 and
1650 were also circumscribed by external forces
that operated within a complex arena of
sweeping economic, demographic, political, and
religious changes. The period witnessed dramatic
religious reforms in the Catholic confession and
the introduction of multiple Protestant
denominations; the advent of the printing press;
European encounters and exchange with the

Americas, North Africa, and southwestern and
eastern Asia; the growth of state bureaucracies;
and a resurgence of ecclesiastical authority in
private life. These developments, together with
social, religious, and cultural attitudes, including
the constructed norms of masculinity, femininity,
and sexuality, impinged upon the possibility of
marrying. The nine scholars in this volume aim to
provide a comprehensive picture of current
research on the cultural history of marriage for
the years between 1450 and 1650 by identifying
both the ideal templates for nuptial unions in
prescriptive writings and artistic representation
and actual practices in the spheres of courtship
and marriage rites, sexual relationships, the
formation of family networks, marital dissolution,
and the overriding choices of individuals over the
structural and cultural constraints of the time. A
Cultural History of Marriage in the Renaissance
and Early Modern Age presents an overview of
the period with essays on Courtship and Ritual;
Religion, State and Law; Kinship and Social
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Networks; the Family Economy; Love and Sex;
the Breaking of Vows; and Representations of
Marriage.
The Counter-Reformation Anthony D. Wright
2017-09-29 Modern scholarship has eﬀectively
demonstrated that, far from being a knee-jerk
reaction to the challenges of Protestantism, the
Catholic Reformation of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries was fuelled primarily by a
desire within the Church to reform its medieval
legacy and to re-enthuse its institutions with a
sense of religious zeal. In many ways, both the
Protestant and Catholic Reformations were
inspired by the same humanist ideals and though
ultimately expressed in diﬀerent ways, the
origins of both movements can be traced back to
the patristic revival of the ﬁfteenth and sixteenth
centuries. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that
many contemporaries, and subsequent
historians, came to view the Catholic Reformation
as an attempt to challenge the Protestants and to
cut the ground from beneath their feet. In this

new revised edition of Dr Wright's
groundbreaking study of the CounterReformation, the wide panoply of the Catholic
Reformation is spread out and analysed within
the political, religious, philosophical, scientiﬁc
and cultural context of late medieval and early
modern Europe. In so doing, this book provides a
fascinating guide to the many doctrinal and
interrelated social issues involved in the
wholesale restructuring of religion that took place
both within Western Europe and overseas.
Renaissance and Reformation, 1500-1620 Jo
Eldridge Carney 2001 Covering the Renaissance
and Reformation, this volume introduces a
unique set of interdisciplinary biographical
dictionaries covering the great cultural ﬁgures of
Western civilization.
Heretics and Heroes Thomas Cahill 2014-08-12
Discusses the Renaissance and Reformation from
the late fourteenth through the early
seventeenth centuries, explaining how the
period's artistic and scientiﬁc innovations
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changed the Western world.
Martin Luther's 95 Theses Martin Luther
2021-09-10
The Age of Reformation Alec Ryrie 2017-01-12
The Age of Reformation charts how religion,
politics and social change were always intimately
interlinked in the sixteenth century, from the
murderous politics of the Tudor court to the
building and fragmentation of new religious and
social identities in the parishes. In this book, Alec
Ryrie provides an authoritative overview of the
religious and political reformations of the
sixteenth century. This turbulent century saw
Protestantism come to England, Scotland and
even Ireland, while the Tudor and Stewart
monarchs made their authority felt within and
beyond their kingdoms more than any of their
predecessors. This book demonstrates how this
age of reformations produced not only a new
religion, but a new politics – absolutist, yet
pluralist, populist yet bound by law. This new
edition has been fully revised and updated and

includes expanded sections on Lollardy and
anticlericalism, on Henry VIII’s early religious
views, on several of the rebellions which
convulsed Tudor England and on unoﬃcial
religion, ranging from Elizabethan Catholicism to
incipient atheism. Drawing on the most recent
research, Alec Ryrie explains why these events
took the course they did – and why that course
was so often an unexpected and unlikely one. It
is essential reading for students of early modern
British history and the history of the reformation.
Women and the Reformation Kirsi Stjerna
2011-09-09 Women and the Reformation gathers
historical materials and personal accounts to
provide a comprehensive and accessible look at
the status and contributions of women as leaders
in the 16th century Protestant world. Explores
the new and expanded role as core participants
in Christian life that women experienced during
the Reformation Examines diverse individual
stories from women of the times, ranging from
biographical sketches of the ex-nun Katharina
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von Bora Luther and Queen Jeanne d’Albret, to
the prophetess Ursula Jost and the learned
Olimpia Fulvia Morata Brings together social
history and theology to provide a groundbreaking
volume on the theological eﬀects that these

women had on Christian life and spirituality
Accompanied by a website at
www.blackwellpublishing.com/stjerna oﬀering
student’s access to the writings by the women
featured in the book
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